INTRODUCTION
Extending beyond today's GIS uses, location-based services (LBS) will play a major role in the future, which leverages the user's physical location to provide an enhanced service or experience. Especially tourists, but also fire fighters or outdoor workers will benefit from getting localized information on mobile devices anywhere anytime.
In general, LBS provide information related to the users' contexts and immediate surroundings via the GPS data of position, speed and orientation in the mobile environments.
So, there are three fundamental properties, i.e. mobility, distributiveness and egocentric awareness [1] . Particularly for the last one, egocentric awareness is the core characteristic of LBS. For instance, "Where am I now?" "Where is the nearest shopping mall?" "How go to Fragrant Hills?" and so on.
Evidently, all these scenarios are proposed by users' current positions and will be submitted in the form of Short Messages or HTTP requests. And consequently, Short Messages with address names or Maps of your current positions context will be responded from the remote geospatial database servers.
But, how to conceive the location-based queries effectively and rapidly? As we all know, LBS systems rely on a range of mobile hardware units that require different interaction styles compared to their desktop counterparts, due to the limited screen space and input techniques in mobile environments. For example, a field worker in motion may find it difficult to enter a textual annotation using a pen. In such a situation, voice input with natural language might be a preferred alternative whilst moving, although it may not work ideally in noisy, outdoor environments.
The paper discussed location-based queries with natural language in 4 parts. The first part outlined related work on this subject; the second introduced the geospatial relations and Points of Interest (POI); the third represented the definitions of the above two in natural language; and the fourth exhibited the application framework with Chinese language. At the end of paper, some conclusion and future work were given.
technology for GIS and also listed some instances and Most work above have bring out LBS solutions with natural language to some extent, but they were in English not in Chinese which were not agreeable to us. Even in most domestic navigation systems, Sm@rtGuide and ChengJiTong have not supported speech input at present. So, the paper attempted to provide a meaningful work for our own LBS queries in our mother tongue.
GEOSPATIAL RELATIONS AND POINTS OF INTEREST (POI) IN LBS
Generally speaking, the natural language itself does have distinct geospatial query characteristics and limitations in glossaries, syntaxes, semantics and pragmatics. Moreover, the LBS query words are tightly relevant to geospatial database and syntaxes are often imperative or interrogative. Due to GIS retrieves or Geo-SQL structures consist of spatial and non-spatial (or attribute) ones, which are different from traditional DBMS counterparts, we divide the LBS query semantics into spatial relations and objects (i.e. POI in LBS).
Spatial Relations
Reflecting relations between geographical entities or objects, spatial relations are regarded as the fundament of GIS analysis, which traditionally embrace 3 aspects: measure, topology and direction.
(1)Measure relation is used to calculate perimeters or areas of spatial objects with mathematical formulas or distances between two of them such as point to point, point to line, line to line and point to region etc. 
Points of Interest (POI)
Usually, there are many Points of Interest (POI) [6] available in LBS, such as address composed by a street name, a city and a country but also a building name, a district, an area, a department or a section of a site or city, where one can find a place, product or service, typically identified by name rather than by address and characterized by type, which may be used as a reference point or a target in a location based service request, e.g., as the destination of a route.
QUERY DEFINITIONS IN NATURAL LANGUAGE
Formalizing aforementioned in section 2, we can display the relation values with the Extended Backus-Naur Form
[EBNF] below.
Applying these to establish an element LBS query:
Referring to Open Location Services (OpenLS) [6], we list some use cases of LBS interactions with natural language to illustrate how to understand the above notations.
Use case1:
Use case2:
From examples above, we can affirm that there exit a lot of terms or phrases to highlight the same meaning which are called synonyms. As to the topology of "meet", we may express it as "touch" or "on the side of" for alternatives and also in the same case for "within" replaced by "in" or "inside" and so on. In order to strengthen the efficiency and quality of speech recognition when using synonyms, it is necessary for us to construct a special database called Limited Word-Base storing relation idioms and POI terms only for LBS queries.
Spatial relation idioms
Relations can be expressed in verbs like "intersect", "disjoint/joint", "meet", "contain", "connect" or in prepositions like "in", "across", "within", "onto", but also can be expressed in adjectives like "near", "far", "adjacent" or orientation words like "east", "west", "south", "north" or measure terms "distance", "area", "length", "perimeter" etc.
POI terms
Points of Interest are the theme or spirit of natural semantics which exhibit only one or a set of entities. In case of the "high education layer", all objects in the set are identified with "college", and furthermore each object should have a specified name as identifications like "TsingHua" or "Peaking" university. Otherwise, it will be worthless for LBS.
For query of "find bus routes connecting my home and workplace", "home" and "workplace" are single POI; "bus routes" is a target query set; and "connect" is corresponding to the topology of "meet" or "touch"; "bus No.740, 913, 983" are the query results, which will be formalized below:
"bus route" meet "home" AND "bus route" meet "workplace" " bus No.740, 913, 983"
APPLICATION FRAMEWORK
Through the analysis in section 3, we design the LBS queries with natural language in the following framework (shown in Fig4) that comprises 3 parts. And in the future work, more attentions will be paid on implementations and optimizations of the framework and also on the natural language recognition and efficiency thereof in actual environments.
